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Background/Introduction

- Almost all bedside nurses have great ideas for research 

topics- how they could improve patient care, nursing 

processes, work and patient related improvements. 

- Bedside clinical RN’s are busy with patient care that there is 

little time to pursue other nursing interest. Their passion for 

improving and research gets overshadowed by the lack of 

time, lack of support from management, overwhelming 

thought of additional work and lack of knowledge on the 

questions of when, where, why, and how to start.

- Other reported barriers are lack of mentorship; lack of 

access to resources; poor understanding of statistics and 

critical appraisal; and inconsistent basic knowledge and 

experience with research (Fink et al. 2005, Kajermo et al. 

2008).

- The bedside nurses are faced with these dilemmas, just 

like when the author first started doing research in addition 

to being a full time bedside clinical nurse.

- These barriers to nurses pursuing research opportunities 

often discourages and lead them to abandon their great 

research ideas. 

- This presentation aims to help facilitate bedside RN’s interest 

in research using language that the average RN understands, 

in either poster or podium presentation.

Purpose/Objectives

Steps in the Process

Benefits to you
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What you need:

• Lots of time and Patience- it can 

take a year or more to finish a 

research project, another year for 

publication(Research=Publication)

• Subject you are passionate about-

helps keep you and team members 

to stick with the research.

• Unit director/head nurse support-

essential for logistics purposes

• A PhD RN adviser-guide you thru 

the research process, abstract, 

methodology, IRB application, data 

gathering and interpretation, 

publication, etc.

• Team members- reliable, with 

different skill sets( i.e. computer 

skills, researching references, 

logistics- getting things done, etc.)

Steps/Process for Research and Approximate 

Duration

1.Choose Subject you are passionate about, 

research if there are any same or similar 

publications(Google scholar, EBSCO, CINAHL, 

Nursing and Medical Journals, that you can use 

as references)-DOWNLOAD and SAVE( the more , 

the better)(2-4 days depending on your 

computer and search expertise)

2.Choose team members with similar interest, 

differing skill sets (OCD, computer, word 

processing, research, statistics),  and get a solid 

commitment from them. (7-14 days)

3.Check with your institution if you have an PhD 

RN researcher. Check with nearby nursing 

schools if they have a PhD RN who can help. (7-

14 days)

4. Complete the online course guiding you on how 
to conduct research, ethics, information 

security/preservation, etc. (1-2 days)

Benefits to You and Your Co-Researchers:

1.Your name/s will be forever associated with your research.

2.Your hospital can pay for or subsidize your presentations to conferences. 

3.You and your co authors will be recognized as an expert on the research subject.

4..Gain the respect of your peers.

5. Gain recognition for your nursing staff and coworkers for what they are doing towards better practices

This presentation aims to:

1.Share the experiences and knowledge gained by a first 

time bedside RN researcher with 2 completed research, 

multiple speaker and poster presentations at national and 

international nursing conferences/ published author, to other 

potential staff RN researchers/ podium speakers/ authors.

2.Enumerate the steps undertaken to start a research 

project, obtaining references from publications, forming a 

research team, disseminating results thru conferences (both oral 

and poster presentations) and publishing the research results.

3.Share tips, mistakes (how they were overcome) and knowledge 

acquired by the author in the process, starting with an idea for 

research; obtaining management support for research 

project; seeking PhD/  mentorship and Internal Review Board 

approval; gathering, analyzing and interpreting data, developing 

abstract and manuscript for conferences and publications.

4.Discuss problems and pitfalls encountered during the research 

projects and solutions implemented to solve these.

5.With PhD guidance, develop your introduction 

to     the research subject using the references 

above-What, why the research is about, history, 

data gathering, research methodology, relevance 

to practice, expected outcomes (TIP-look at 

published research/articles and see how they 

present their work). (14-21 days)

6.With PhD guidance, submit your research 

proposal to the Internal Review Board for 

approval ( you need this to  access and gather 

data from charts, patients, etc.). (30 days)

8.Once approved, data gathering starts. 4-6 

months, depending on the extent of your data.

9.Next is analysis of data. One team member 

should be familiar with statistics. (1-2 months).

10.With PhD guidance, develop your research 

paper for publication/ presentation to 

conferences. (1-2 months).(Hint: present to 

conferences before publishing.)


